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General Objective:
The purpose of this project is to create conditions that allow women to have access to new social,
economic and political opportunities.

Specific Objectives:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Accompanying 10 women’s committees with seed funds for general functions
Hold an exchange with another organization working with women that has facilitated and
strengthened the organization process of the women’s committees in the region.
Implementation of a natural soap initiative which provide the women with new skills.
Thirty highly organized women’s committees can implement activities that benefit women in
their communities.

I. Activities Completed
Accompanying 10 women’s committees with seed funds for general functions
Support and follow-up has continued with the women’s committees that received seed funds. In the
community Llano Grande, the women’s committee has carried out many fundraising activities,
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including raffles, fruit and candy sales during
community soccer games, and other
activities. The original $80 seed fund has
grown to a $200 savings.
In the community Bethania 1, raffles have
raised funds and loans have been given to
individual women to carry out their own
income-generating activities. The women’s
committee has charged $5 interest per $50
loan. In addition, the women’s committee
sold refreshments at an assembly held by five
communities that share a community-run
water system; beginning with an $80 seed
fund, the women have made it grow to $183.

The women's committee in Llano Grande

The Women's Committee in Llano Grande

The community Santa Cruz 2 held a community competition and raised $60. They have also been
making and selling very traditional sopa de mondongo, cow hoof soup, to raise funds. This is a
very special case, because participation has not been limited to the women’s committee; every
woman in the community buys a bowl of soup, setting an example for the broader community to
contribute.
In el Milagro, the women’s committee has organized tardes alegres, including the presentation of
artistic numbers, educational films, and the sales of typical foods.
CRIPDES San Vicente considers this initiative to be very successful, as the seed funds have served
to motive women’s committees and women to be more involved and active.
Thirty highly organized women’s committees can implement activities
that benefit women in their communities.
In January and February, the CRIPDES San Vicente team worked with women’s committees in the
following thirty communities in five sectors to create community work plans: San Cristóbal, Santa
Cruz #2, Nuevo amanecer, Santa cruz paraíso, El salto, Bethania #1, Bethania #2, La florida,
Milagro de dios, Santa teresa, Santa fe, El playón, El milagro, Canta rana, Angulo, Llano grande,
Las pampas, Santa Mónica, El casino, La 19 de junio, Los achotes, El socorro, El granzaso,
Guajoyo, Miramar, Brisas del Volcán, El platanar, Nueva Tehuacan, Monte Sinai
The goal of these plans is to strengthen women’s organization to work for improved living
conditions, as well as offer spaces for women’s development, including workshops on leadership
and vocational training. There has also been an effort to involve the community council in the
planning process to encourage better coordination between the women’s committee and community
council.
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There have been no elections or restructuring of the women’s
committees in this period, and CRIPDES San Vicente has
instead focused on supporting organization and building skills
and awareness through workshops. In committee meetings,
there have also been discussions about equal participation—
committee work is often left to three or four women.
Through conversation, the women’s committees try to
solve these problems, and the CRIPDES San Vicente
promoters remind them that no one can or will do this
work for them; it is the women themselves that have to
work to improve their lives. Women are reminded of the
struggle for their rights and to be taken into consideration
during decision-making times, and many reflect that they must
be able to work together, make decisions together, and have
strong relationships to have a strong, collective voice.
Two sector assemblies have been held. The first was on February 29, in which 46 women and 33
men participated, for a total of 79 people, from women’s committees and community councils. The
goal of the assembly was to coordinate and report on the work being done with women’s
committees in the Santa Cruz Porrillo sector with the committees and the institutions that work with
them, including the Mayor’s office, CRIPDES, the MES, and the AMNT, along with youth
promoters. Following an analysis of the political, social and economic reality given by the Mayor
of Tecoluca, which sparked conversation and questions, an evaluation of the work and support for
each community was shared. The Mayor’s office and organizations stated their commitments to the
women’s committees and a schedule of community meetings and regional assemblies was created
for the year, allowing for improved communication and coordination.
The second assembly was held on May 27 th with the participation of 42 women and 47 men for a
total of 89 people to follow-up on community council and women’s committee’s work. After a
heated analysis of the situation of agricultural packets, in which community members were able to
express their discontent about how the distribution was handled, communities, organizations and the
local government shared their work, advancements, and difficulties faced. CRIPDES scheduled the
process of workshops with women’s committees and the composting latrine project being carried
out in Betania 1.
Two general assemblies have been held with representatives of women’s committees throughout
the region to continue strengthening organization and women’s participation. In the first assembly,
fifty-seven women from the following communities participated: San Cristóbal, Santa Cruz #2, el
delirio, la Falco, Nuevo Amanecer, Santa Cruz Paraíso, Santa Teresa and el Salto. A representative
of the women’s organization Las Melidas participated as well. After introductions, a reflection was
facilitated on violence against women in the municipality of Tecoluca. Women shared their own
experiences and received information about violence, femicide, and poverty. Women especially
shared concern for their children, due to the generalized situation of violence in El Salvador and the
fact that many, as single mothers, cannot be present or watch over their children as much as they
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would like. A film was shown to spark conversation, and many women identified with the abused
woman on the screen. After the reflection, Edith from CRIPDES San Vicente encouraged women
to come forward in cases of abuse or mistreatment, because bringing cases into the light and
prosecuting them is an important part of ending violence against women.
The second general assembly was held in Llano Grande and had the participation of thirty-seven
women. A reflection and discussion took place around the domestic work that women do at home
in addition to paid work, the growing number of unintended pregnancies, and women’s sexual and
reproductive health concerns. Via work in small groups, many women identified with these
struggles and were able to share life experiences and be present for each other. There were also
many questions about sexual and reproductive rights, and women were content to have these
answered.
A series of three workshops were facilitated with the participation of forty women, with the goal
of helping women improve their leadership skills. The first workshop was held on April 30 th about
self-esteem. It was carried out in a participatory manner, allowing each participant to play a
protagonist role in the workshop. At the end of the session, women were led through a relaxing
meditation; this meditation was very much appreciated, and three participants shared that they had
never felt so relaxed.
The second workshop was held on May 26th on the issue of domestic violence and its effects.
Using a presentation on violence, women were encouraged to talk about violence in their
communities and reflected that people don’t talk about or denounce domestic violence because of
fear. Women also talked about rape in their communities, and that women don’t speak out because
of fear of repercussions. The group talked about ways to encourage other women to speak out and
how to support and accompany them through this process.
The final workshop, on August 9th, began with the question: “What does sexual and reproductive
health mean?” Some women laughed, while others thought of family planning, some said it has to
do with women’s personal care and hygiene, and some didn’t respond because they felt
embarrassed. After a short introduction, a film was shown about STDs, their consequences and
how they are transmitted, as well as other diseases that can affect women’s reproductive organs,
including cancer. There were points during the film in which the women asked it to be paused so
they could ask more questions and understand better; some women thought that the film was fiction,
not real life, and discussion ensued. Emphasis was placed on preventative measures. Towards the
end of the workshop, a representative from Las Melidas made a presentation on family planning and
birth control, talking about the different kinds of birth control that exist and emphasizing that the
rhythm method is not reliable. Older women expressed the desire to have wanted to know this
information years earlier, to have avoided so many pregnancies. The young women present were
very interested in the issue and paid close attention, and they were congratulated for wanting to put
these methods into practice.
Sixty women were able to participate in a concentration in front of the Legislative Assembly to
present the Gender Equality and Equity law proposal, aimed at eradicating violence against women.
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This was a significant and important way for women from rural communities to participate in
decision-making on a national level and to ask that their rights be respected.
Hold an exchange with another organization working with women that has facilitated and
strengthened the organization process of the women’s committees in the region.
An exchange was held with the CCR, CRIPDES region in
Chalatenango, on July 7th. The goal of this activity was to share
work experiences and be able to recreate or implement positive
outcomes and best practices of each grassroots organization.
Representatives of CRIPDES Sur, UCRES, CRIPDES San
Vicente and the CCR were present. The CCR presented the
community savings and loans program that they have been
successfully implementing and gave an overview of the
facilitation of these important spaces. CRIPDES San Vicente
Dinamicas during the CRIPDES San hopes to implement a similar program in the future, and this
experience enabled them to gain information and support for this
Vicente/CCR Exchange
initiative.

II. Achievements and Impacts
• CRIPDES San Vicente has been able to directly increase participation and knowledge of

•

•

134 women that form the women’s committees and simultaneously increase the general
level of women interested in participation; at the community level, some 70% of women are
now interested in participating in organizing work
Community work has been carried out in an integral way, bringing together community
council members and women’s committees in community assemblies, along with
community civil protection committees and youth committees.
The completion of a series of workshops with women in issues of their interest

• The execution of an Exchange with the Women’s Secretariat in Chalatenango, with the
•

•

participation of CRIPDES Sur and UCRES
On-going work with women participating in this project as well as with communities that
aren't directly invovled, thanks to support and coordination with national and international
organizations, including Las Melidas and the local government. Through the local
government's Gender Office, a covenant has been signed with the Gender Roundtable,
comitting $10,000 for women's empowerment activities and projects. The Gender
Roundtable is made up of various organizations that work on gender issues and with
women in the municipality.
The seed funds for women's committees have led to increased integration of women into
the committees. Institutions have commented that the methodology—making women
responsible for administering and growing their seed fund—is important and beneficial.
Communities can become examples for other women's committees through their own
progress. An example is the committee in El Salto, which was benefited with a vegetable
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garden in 2008. With the seed funds, they were able to buy chairs for community use and
create a fund for emergencies (purchasing medicine for someone in extreme poverty, to
support a family in case of a sudden death). Similar activities are being carried out in San
Cristóbal, where communiy activities are held to raise funds. These gains are a reflecton of
what can be achieved when work is done to organize women.
• The community Santa Cruz 2, with CRIPDES
San Vicente's support, planned for and
received a SHARE delegation. It was the
community's first time hosting a group and
being able to share their experiences in
community work and organization. The
women’s committee was responsible for
coordinating other committees in the
community to host the delegation, and felt
very satisfied and proud to be chosen to
Meeting with Santa Cruz 2 to plan a delegation
receive such an important delegation

III.Related Activities
• Ongoing support to community women's committees, including in the costal sector,

•

•

which is not included in the women's project. CRIPDES San Vicente has coordinated with
las Melidas to provide support for 14 women's committees, strengthening their abilties and
self-esteem though workshops on issues of interest.
Advancements have been made in communities that face flooding problems. Community
Civil Protection Committees (CCPC) are being formed and strengthened; according to
law, each commission is formed by six representatives, including the President of the
community council, translating to more
work for community leaders.
The
dedication of the people that form
CCPCs is admirable, requiring an
investement of time to give workshops
and trainings to community councils,
womens committees, youth committees,
and other community structres, as well
as keep themselves updated on
emergency relief and be ready to
respond to any potential situation. There
are more and more women involved in
CCPCs on the community level.
Support for community councils continues, with two workshops for the secretaries of
community councils to better fulfill their responsibilities to the community councils.
CRIPDES San Vicente along with the Mayor's office, the Gender Roundtable, and the
Women's Association trained nine women and twelve men who hold the position of
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•

•

•

secretary on their community's council. The second training session was for treasurers,
with a total of seven women and nine men participating.
With the Municipal Gender Roundtable, a formation school for young women began in
July. The focus of the school is for young women who have never before participated in
training or formation spaces but show potential and desire to become leaders in their
communities.
The Gender Roundtable held a Municipal Forum for International Women's Day, with
280 participants, including representatives from national women's organizations, local
government, and women from all communities in the municipality.
Another coordinating space is the national Rural Women's Roundtable, which CRIPDES
and CORDES paritipacte in. The objective of this sapce is to coordinate, inform, and
strengthen the work in the CRIPDES regions. Currently, one of the main activities is the
creation of a Rural Gender Policy. In addition, there is coordination with the Ministry of
Agictulre and Cattle (MAG) to include women in the distribution of agricultural packets.
While women are farmers and cattle owners, they are not currently accounted for in this
government project.

IV.

Challenges and Difficulties:

•

It has been difficult to work with the women's committee in los Achotes becuase the
majority of the women work in a sewing shop (thanks to coordination with CRIPDES the
women are working to make school uniforms under the new Ministry of Education's
efforts). The los Achotes women's committee received seed funds, but have been unable to
dedicate the time to making the fund grow. This same situation has occured with the
women's committee in the community Nuevo Amanecer.

•

Another challenge has been successfully carrying out assemblies in the central sector. The
women of the central sector always elect to have their assembly in the community Llano
Grande, because of its situation of extreme poverty and because it is very motivating for the
women's committee to host other communities. However, the community doesn't have the
minimal conditions—electricty to use a laptop and projector, a community center, sufficient
chairs—to carry out the meeting. These issues are always discussed when the decision is
made, and the women continue to choose Llano Grande despite these difficulties.

•

Many communities have requested seed funds, assuring that they have the need and the
ability to carry out good work, and would like an explanation as to why they were not
chosen. CRIPDES San Vicente simply does not have the funds to provide for all
committees.

•

It was difficult to coordinate the women's exchange, held in Chalatenango, because of
conflicting activities in the two regions. The meeting was suspended three times, and when
the exchange was held, the CRIPDES San Vicente women's coordinator could not go
because of a last minute commitment with the Mayor's office. Instead, other members of
CRIPDES San Vicente accompanied the women to the meeting.
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•

It is very difficult to concretize coordination with the Municipal Women's Associtation,
wihtin the Gender Roundtable, because this association always changes dates with little
notice or cancels its participation in events at the last minute.

•

The olive-based natural soap initiative has been put on hold because the women's group in
the selected community was divided by the electoral campagin. The community has
proposed that the intitaitve be put on hold until the women's committee is able to restructure
and regroup.

V. Future Projections:
•

Committees maintain their hope of SHARE's continued support. It has been emphasized to
women's committees that although the project has ended, the work must continue.

•

Another future plan is to expand the seed fund project, and that the committees continue to
work for change. This includes continued support for the communities that have received
seed funds and supporting them as they work to make these funds grow.

•
•

Support women's committees in their process of internal elections

•

Women in communities express the desire for projects with sustainable economic
initiatives, as they are clear that the economic situation is critical and will continue.

•

Restructure the women's collective in four communities in the Volcano sector.

Increase representation of women within the Municipal Council. This is a difficult task, but
CRIPDES San Vicente, along with the Gender Roundtable, are working to train and form
women to take on these roles, and it is very important that women are included in decision
making on the municipal level.

The Voice of Justice, Mural at the San Carlos Lempa
office of CRIPDES San Vicente
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